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A MOLECULAR MECHANICS WORK STATION FOR PROTEIN
CONFORMAT1ONAL STUDIES

*R. Fine, C. Lcvinthal, Columbia University;
B. Schoenborn, G. Dimmler. C. Rankowitz.

Brookhaven National Laboratories

Interest in computational problems in Biology has intensified over the last few years,
partly due to the development of techniques for the rapid cloning, sequencing, and
mutagenesis of genes from organisms ranging from E.Coli to Man. The central rfogma at
molecular biology, that DNA codes for mRNA -which codes for protein, has been understood in
a linear programming sense since the genetic code was cracked. But what is not understood
at present is how a protein, once assembled as a long sequence of ami no acids, folds back on
itself to produce a three dimensional structure which is unique to that protein and which
dictates its chemical and biological activity. This folding process is purely physics, and
involves the time avolution of a system of several thousand atoms which interact with eech
other and with atoms from the surrounding solvent. Molecular dynamics simulations on
smaller molecules suggest that approaches which treat the protein as a classical ensemble of
atoms interacting with each other via an empirical Hamiltonian can yield the kind of predic-
tive results one would like when applied to proteins.

Such an undertaking is extremely computationally intensive, even for a small protein.
Time steps in molecular dynamics calculations have to be small compared with typical vibra-
tional periods in proteins {~.l ps). Proteins require milliseconds to fold. Even using cutoffs,
each step requires the evaluation of ~1E5 pairivise interactions: on our VAX 780, each
interaction takes ISO us to evaluate. Simulating the folding of an entire protein would thus
require several thousand VAX years. More tantaiizingly feasible is the possibility of cdlcualt-
ing the final configuration of a portion of the protein, given constraints from knowing the
configuration of the remainder of the protein. Such problems arise in the study of, for
example, antibody molecules, and could be used to predict the results of changing small
groups of base pairs in the gene for a given antibody molecule using recombinant DNA to
produce something entirely new. Such studies are still uncomfortable on a VAX; since these
types of studies are best done interactively, we have undertaken the design of a special pur-

*pose processor to gain several orders of magnitude in computing power which can be used as
the centerpiece of a a work station for protein conformational studies.

The tools •which are applied to the system described above are energy minimizations, to
find local con figuration el minima around an initial starting configuration; molecular monte
carlos, to build up a description of the entropy of a minimal configuration: find molecular
dynamics, to describe the time evolution of portions of a molecule or its docking to a sub-
strate. The structure of all of these calculations is similar, and consists of three parts. The
most time intensive of these is the calculation of the total conformational energy end the
vector forces on each atom. Once the 3N component force vector is formed, a second part of
the calculation consists of updating the 3N coordinates of the atoms given & knov/ledge of
the forces and total energy. Occasionally, a new list of atoms which are close enough to each
other to be included in the calculation is generated. The hardware approach we have taken
mirrors this software architecture (Figure 1). There are two home-built modules, one of
which prepares the list of neighboring atoms and one of which calculates the total energy
and vector force on each atom. The positional updating is done in a commercial array pro-
cessor, which recieves the energy and vector forces via a fast DMA link. Only that portion of
the inner !==p which is the most time intensive and stable is frozen in hardware; the imple-
mentation of the coordinate update in a programmable array processor allows flexibility in
tailoring the integration or minimization technique to a specific problem.
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The overall schematic of the energy and force calculator is shown in Figure 2. The
architecture adopted is a parallel, synchronous pipeline. Each element in the machine is a
multiplier, an adder, or a table lookup. All arithmetic is done in 32 bit floating point, and is
accomplished by utilizing the Weitek chip set. The clock cycle is presently 126 ns. to be
updated to 100ns by chip replacement before completion of the project. Each clock cycle en
entry corresponding to en atom is fetched from a Pair List Memory. The structure of the
pair list is such that every i atom entry (slow moving index of an ij pair) is followed by all j>i
atom entries (f.'.st moving index) in the list. Each entry {32 bits total) consists of a coordi-
nate address, used to look up the coordinates of that atom; a pair type (j atoms only), which
identifies the type of interaction which that j atom forms with the most recent i atom; and an
ij bit, which identifies the atom as an i or j atom. The coordinate adressss are fed simultane-
ously to three coordinate memories (x, y. and z). These coordinates are passed to one of the
inputs of three subtracters. If the atom is an i atom, nothing happens (an empty cycle is
generated). If the atom is a j atom, the subtraction is done to form delx. dely, and delz.
These are summed to form delr**2, which is used as input to a table lookup to obtain the
value of an interpolation function {which may be a square root to yield r). This, along with
the pairtype which describes what kind of pair of atoms this ij pair is. is used after Lntegeri-
zation to look up the value of the energy and the value of F/r. The cartesian components of
the force vector are obtained by multiplying F/r by delx, dely, and delz, and the total energy
and the force vector memories are updated. A note added since the conference: Weitek has
released its 1066 register file chip, which should permit the accumulation of forces and ener-
gies to be done to 64 bits of precision.

The energy and the value of F/r ;tre both calculated as a sum of two contributions, ie. as
E = a{pt)*Ea(pt,r) + b(pt)*Eb(pt.r), to limit the total size of memory. Overalt. there is ~4
Mbytes of memory distributed throughout the system. Each of the table lookups is done by
quadratic interpolation, as shown in Figure 3. Per bin, the value of the function, the first
derivative, and half of the second derivative are stored. The incoming value of the indepen-
dent variable is scaled, integerized, and split into high and low order bits. The high order
bits are added to an offset which is looked up as a function of the pair type and which gives
the starting address of the table associated with that pair type. This sum is used to fetch the
value, slope, and (half of the) second derivative from the tables, and these are used to com-
pute y = yO + dx*y' + .5*dx*dx*y".

All tables are connected to a slow bus (Q bus) which can be downloaded either from the
host VAX or a resident 68000. The system is designed so that single step mode is available for
debugging, with selected pipeline registers readable from the slow bus. The hardware is
being implemented in 6 layer DEC boards (13" x 18"), with interboard connections being
implemented through the back plane and via ribbon cable.

The energy and force calculator described above has been designed to evaluate pairwise,
central forces between objects in three dimensional space only. In the empirical Hamiltonian
which is usually manipulated in molecular mechanics calculations, there are additional terms
associated with bond angle bending, torsional excursions, and out-of-plane excursions which
are not pairwise and central. The angle bending terms have been centralized by placing a
non-Hooks-law spring between atoms 1 and 3 in a 1-2-3 atom triplet which maps out the
angular dependence normally used. This introduces a maximum error of 10JS at 10 let. The
tonsional terms can be .bandied in. one of two ways: firstly, by .positioning a point in .space
ar/ay from the 1-2-3-4 quadruplet using atoms 1,2, and 3 and rigid springs and subsequently
dropping a non-Hooks-law spring to mimic the torsional potential for excursions of the 4tb.
atom; and secondly, by calculating these torsional contributions in the array processor
which would otherwise be idle during the time the force and energy accumulator is working.
These calculational times match well for a Numerics MARS 43i. and several other processors
of its class.
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Ths status pf the proj-ct is, that construction has begun. The prototyping CAD/CAM sta-
tion in the Instrumentation Division at Brookhavcn is being used presently to lay cut the first
several boards, v.-hich are the quadratic teble lookup boards. There exists prsssr.tly at
Brookhaven the inhouse capability for quick turnaround of prototypes in multi-layer boards.
These ffrst boards should be plugged in and actively undergoing testing by August. The com-
pletion target for the remainder of the project is December. 1995.

This project could not have been concieved or carried out in vacuo in a university biol-
ogy department, and we are fortunate to be surrounded by individuals at Columbia who ere
involved in designing special purpose processors. We would like to specifically thar.k Pau!'»
Franzinl and Norman Christ of the Physics department for discussions and encouragement.
We would also like to thank Bill Sipp3ch of Nevis for discussions, and Gary Benneson for hts
initial interaction in discussions of feasibility, layout, and generally providing us with an edu-
cation. No publication could be complete without mentioning the inexhaustible efforts of
David Yarmush. who manages resident wizardry with software in the Biology department at
Columbia.
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F'.OVRE Z.

Genera! schematic of the force and energy calculator.

The processor can functionally t>e broken Into six unfts:

I'nit I: The Neighbor List. This contains the addresses necessary to look up the coordinates
of the individual atoms: an ij bit which identifies an fltom as an i or a j atom; and a pair type,
which indicates the type o f Pa"" a j atom forms with the most recently accessed i atom. Ei-ch
clooSc cycle, these three atom oriented pieces of information are delivered to the other units.

Unit II: The R Squared Calculation. This unit contains the coordinate memories, and the
associated hardware to calculate

Unit III: The R Calculation. This unit performs a quadratic table lookup to obtain the value
of R, given the value of R squared.

Unit IV: The Energy and Force/r Tables. This unit contains the quadratically interpolated
tables used to look up the energy and the magnitude of the force/r between a j atom and the
most recently considered i atom. The Energy and the Force/r sections are identical, ejid
consist of weighted sums of two contributions: for the Energy,

ACoeQ"(Table A) + BCoeff'(Table B).

Unit V: The Energy and Force Accumulators. This unit contains sum- accumulation
memories which accumulate the total energies associated with a few selected classes of
atoms and the total force components associated with each atom. The components are cal-
culated by multiplying F/r by (xi-xj) to obtain Fx, etc.

Unit VI: This unit updates the variable portion of the Neighbor List occasionally during a run.
It uses Unit II to calculate the distance between pairs of atoms, to determine whether they
are within a preset culofl distance for their pair-type. If the/ are, they are entered into the
variable portion of the Pair List.

Throughout the diagram, various delays, either labelled "Delay" or "D". have besn indicated.
These are either fifo register delays or shift register delays which guarantee the arrival of
information perlaining lo a given pair at the appropriate input to a unit in synch.
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Schematic of the quadratic Interpolators used to look up the values of the energy, the
force/r. and ths square root (note that only a portion of the hardware is ussd fcr the square
root). Ths central memories, yO, y*. and y". contain tables of the functional values. slop?Sc
and 1/2 times the second derivatives of Ihe desired function. The beginning of the approri-
a.i.3 trble for a given pair type is stored in an offset memory. This offset is added to the hi^b.
order bits of tbe incoming (integer) indepedent parameter, 'iiid the result i? used to addres3
the central memories. This value is represented by the letter x in the figure. The adders ar.d
rr.-jitipliers form the combination

yO + dx'y' + dx»dx'(l/2»y")

where ds consists of the low order bits of the independent parameter. There are also two
memories. Max and Min, which store the maximum and minimum addresses of the tables
associated with any given pair type. If the generated address falls outside of this range, an
"invalid bit" is set.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q: How much to replicate processocT

J. Amann

A: $100K

Comnent: That fraction of the biological community which needs
supercomputing, or fast vector processing, ia in fact more than willing
to rewrite code or to pursue hardware development to get what they
need. What reluctance there is to changing code comes typically from
uBers who need low level, quick results from scientific packaged
subroutines to evaluate results from low statistics experiments. They
don't need super-computing, and hence should not be considered in
evaluating how eager potential supercomputer users in general science
are to adapt to new architectures. As Is true in HEP, when a biologist
needs to adapt, he will.

E. Fine

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


